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Abstract 
Sance real-tame applzcataons usually requzre not only 

tzmelaness but also fault-tolerance, at as essentaal t o  
an corpora t e fault - t ole ran ce ant o real- t am e com m u n a ca- 
taon servzces that are zndzspensable to  dzstrzbuted real- 
tame applacataons. The technaques for faalure recov- 
ery an datagram communicataon are not adequate for 
real-tame communacataon, because they cannot provzde 
recovery-delay guarantees. To ensure fast recovery of 
a real-tame channel f r o m  network component fazlures, 
we need t o  reserve network resources (called “spare 
resources”) along a backup route before fazlures actu- 
ally occur. The focus of  this paper  is on manama2- 
ang the amount of spare resources whale meetang the 
fault-tolerance requzrement Specajcally, we present 
resource sharzng mechanasms and backup-route selec- 
taon algorathms, and evaluate t h e w  eficaency wath ex- 
tensive szmulatzons. 

1 Introduction 
In an  Internet-like multihop packet-switched net- 

work, messages experience random delays due to  their 
contention for network resources, and message streams 
(i.e., sessions) sufler from uncertain throughput result- 
ing from this contention. Special schemes are therefore 
needed to  guarantee bounded message delay or pre- 
dictable message throughput] i.e., for QoS-guaranteed 
service. Resource reservation in conjunction with ad- 
mission control has been a popular approach. Ba- 
sically] resources (e.g., CPU/link bandwidth, buffer 
space) are reserved for each session along a static 
path,  and messages of the session are sent over this 
path. Such a virtual-circuit is often called a real-tame 
channel/sessaon. The amount of resources to be re- 
served is calculated from the session’s traffic genera- 
tion behavior and QoS requirement. The  admission 
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test checks the availability of necessary resources; a 
real-time channel request will be accepted (rejected), 
if (not) enough resources are available. 

While this reservation-based approach has been 
successful in providing timeliness &OS guarantees, i t  
causes a serious difficulty in dealing with network com- 
ponent failures. It is because messages of a real-time 
channel/session can traverse only the path on which 
the necessary resources are reserved a przorz for the 
channel, so that  they cannot be detoured around the 
faulty components on the fly, unlike in datagram com- 
munication. Two approaches have been conceived for 
fault-tolerant real-time communication in multi-hop 
networks. The  first approach is the forward-recovery 
method 11-31, where multiple copies of a message 
are sent simultaneously via multiple disjoint paths 
to  mask the effects of failures. This is an expensive 
technique but  has an advantage of handling failures 
without any service disruption. However, if infrequent 
packet losses due to  transient failures are tolerable (as 
in many real-time applications like multimedia net- 
working)] the approach to  detect and recover, in real- 
time, from persistent failures is a cost-effective alter- 
native] because it eliminates (or greatly reduces) the 
resource overhead in achieving fault-tolerance. In this 
paper we do not consider the forward-recovery ap- 
proach, but  focus on the alternative approach men- 
tioned above. 

The  simplest way of recovering from a disabled real- 
time channel is to  establish a new real-time channel 
which does not use the failed components. This reac- 
lave method is studied in [4]. Despite its low overhead 
in the absence of failures, it does not guarantee suc- 
cessful recovery] because the channel re-establishment 
a t tempt  can fail due to  resource shortage a t  that time. 
Even when there are sufficient resources, contention 
among simultaneous recovery attempts for different 
disabled channels may require several trials to  suc- 
ceed, thus delaying service resumption and increasing 
network traffic. 

To avoid/minimize resource shortage during failure 
recovery, one can reserve spare resources. The scheme 
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proposed in [5] follows this concept; spare resources 
in the vicinity of the faulty components are utilized 
to  reroute the disabled channels. Similar schemes [B- 
81 have been developed for reliable telecommunication 
service, which has resemblance to  real-time communi- 
cation in packet-switched networks such as dedicated 
resources and static routing. A drawback of this local 
detourzng approach is that  the resource usage becomes 
inefficient after failure recovery, because channel path- 
lengths are usually extended significantly by local de- 
touring (e.g., in mesh networks). 

End-to-end detouring solves this problem, which re- 
quires about 30% less spare resources than the local- 
detouring approach in mesh networks [9, lo]. In this 
approach, a backup channel is established between two 
end-points of each real-time channel (i.e., a primary 
channel), and the backup channel takes over the pri- 
mary channel’s role in case of failure t o  the primary. 
Each backup channel reserves its own spare resources, 
so that  there will be no conflict/contention between 
recovery attempts. Furthermore, since a backup chan- 
nel is established before failures actually do occur, one 
can use it immediately upon occurrence of a failure 
to  the primary, without the time-consuming channel 
(re)establishment process.’ Thus, the failure-recovery 
delay of this method is much smaller than tha t  of the 
reactive method, and hence, we call it ‘fast recovery.’ 
There is a hybrid approach of reactive and end-to-end 
methods. In this approach, spare resources are re- 
served but backup paths are not decided until failures 
actually occur. When failures occur, each faulty chan- 
nel a t tempts  to  establish a new channel by “claiming” 
thc rcscrved spare resources. 

The  end-to-end detouring approach has been stud- 
ied mainly €or ATM-based telecommunication net- 
works. Some of recent efforts on this approach can 
be found in [9-12]. Essentially, they derive optimal 
routing of channels (i.e., VPs in an ATM network) t o  
minimize spare resources while guaranteeing fast re- 
covery under a deterministic failure model’. They as- 
sume that  all channel demands are known a t  the time 
of network design and change very rarely; the addition 
of a new channel requires recalculation of all channel 
paths Since the derivation of the optimal routing is 
computationally very expensive, these schemes cannot 
be applied to  a ‘dynamic’ environment where short- 
lived channels are set up and torn down frequently. 
Our interest is in developing an efficient end-to-end 
detouring scheme, which is applicable to  such a dy- 
namic channel setup/teardown environment in multi- 
hop packet-switched networks. The  next section gives 
an overview of the proposed scheme. 

‘The time required to establish a real-time channel is rel- 
atively large and unbounded even without contention, since 
channel-establishment messages are usually sent as datagrams 
and non-trivial calculation is necessary at  each node on the 
channel path for the admission test. 

*Typically, the single link failure model. 

2 Pr imary-Backup Channel Scheme 
A dependable real-time connection ( a  D-connection 

for short) consists of a primary channel and one or 
more backup channels. Each backup channel remains 
as a cold standby until it is activated, i.e., it does not 
carry any data  under a normal condition. When a 
channel is disabled by a network component failure, 
the failure is detected and reported to  the channel’s 
end nodes, which are responsible for further failure 
handling. If the disabled channel is a primary chan- 
nel, one of its healthy backups is activated t o  become a 
new primary channel. If the disabled channel happens 
to  be a backup channel, a new backup channel is estab- 
lished t o  preserve the fault-tolerance capability of the 
corresponding V-connection. Unless multiple failures 
simultaneously disable all channels of a V-connection 
or occur to  its primary channel before its backups are 
properly set up, ‘fast recovery’ is always guaranteed. 

The  above failure-handling scenario requires to  
solve two major problems: (i) backup establishment 
before a failure and (ii) failure handling upon occur- 
rence of a failure. In this paper, we will focus only 
on the first problem without addressing the issues re- 
lated to  the second problem such as failure detection, 
reporting, and backup activation. (See [13,14] for so- 
lutions to  t,hese issues.) T w o  key issues in backup 
establishment are ‘backup-route selection’ and ‘spare- 
resource calculation.’ In contrast to the existing end- 
to-end schemes for non-dynamic environments, we 
separate these two issues from each other, so tha t  
backup channels can be routed incrementally without 
requiring recalculation of existing channel paths, and 
the amount of required spare resources is determined 
from the given routing results. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec- 
tion 3 describes our approach t o  the problem of spare 
resource calculation. Sections 4 and 5 deal with the 
issue of backup-route selection. Section 6 presents 
simulation results, demonstrating the superior perfor- 
mance of the proposed scheme. The  paper concludes 
with Section 7. 

3 Spare-Resource Calculation 
The  links/nodes used by a primary channel may 

preferably be avoided in routing its backups, in order 
to  prevent a single failure from disabling all channels 
of the same D-connection. Throughout this paper, we 
assume disjoint routing of the channels belonging to  
the same V-connection. As a result of disjoint rout- 
ing, equipping each V-connection with a single backup 
reduces the network capacity of accommodating D- 
connections by 50% or more, as a backup channel re- 
quires a t  least the same amount of resources to  be 
reserved as its primary channel. The  large spare re- 
sources can seriously degrade the attractiveness of our 
scheme. 

To reduce the overhead by spare resources, we have 
developed a resource sharing technique, called backup 
multiplexing. Its basic idea is that  on each link, we 
reserve only a very small fraction of link-resources 
needed for all backup channels going through the 
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link.3 In what follows, we present two methods for 
backup multiplexing: (i) ‘deterministic’ method with 
‘resource aggregation’ and (ii) ‘probabilistic’ method 
with -‘admission overbooking.’ 

3.1 Deterministic Multiplexing 
This method adopts a deterministic failure model 

and calculates the exact amount of spare resources 
which are just enough to  handle all possible cases un- 
der the assumed failure model. As an example, the 
algorithm to  calculate the spare resources (se)  a t  link 
l under the single-link failure model is given in Fig- 
ure 1 (a).  Whenever a backup channel is established, 
this algorithm has to  be run on all links of the backup 
path. In Figure I (a),  (a: denotes the set of all pri- 
mary channels whose backups traverse t, and ynL is the 
resource required a t  each link by the primary chan- 
nel Mm.  One backup for each connection is enough 
to  tolerate any single link failure. The  algorithm for 
the single node failure model can be easily devised by 
slightly modifying this algorithm. 

Usually, spare-resource reservation based on sin- 
gle failure models provides a sufficient level of fault- 
tolerance, since the channel failure recovery time is 
much smaller than MTBF(Mean Tirne Between Fail- 
ures) of the network components. Nevertheless, if 
a higher level of fault-tolerance is required, multiple 
backups should be set up. As an example, the algo- 
rithm for double-link failure tolerance is presented in 
Figure 1 (b). To tolerate all possible double-link fail- 
ures, each primary channel needs two backups. In Fig- 
ure 1 (b),  @: denotes the set of all primary channels 
whose second backups traverse t, and Bl, denotes 
the first backup of Mm. 

3.2 Probabilistic Multiplexing 
The probabilistic multiplexing method is designed 

to cope with non-deterministic failures, assuming that 
each network coniporient fails with a certain rate in- 
stead of assuming the maximum number, or a par- 
ticular type, of failures. Backup channels are mul- 
tiplexed indirectly via a modified admission test (or 
meta-admission t e s t ) .  Thus, some existing backup 
channels are not accounted for in the admission test 
of a new backup channel, which is, in essence, equiv- 
alent to  resource sharing between +e new backup 
and t.hose backups unaccounted for. Deciding which 
backup channels will not be accounted for in the ad- 
mission test of a backup channel is a crucial problem. 
Our strategy is to  multiplex those backups which are 
less likely t80 be activated simultaneously. 

The  probability of simultaneous activation of two 
backups of two different 2)-connections is bounded by 
the probabilit,y of simultaneous failure of their respec- 
tive primary channels. This probability depends on 
the routing of the primary channels, and increases 
with the number of components shared among the pri- 
maries. Assuming that failures occur independently 

In this paper, we consider only link-bandwidth for simplic- 
ity, but other resources like buffer and CPU can be treated 
similarly. 

loop for each link i, i # ! 
loop for each primary channel M ,  E ‘Pi 

if M ,  contains link i then 

endif 
d , P  - 4,l + Tm 

end 1 o o p 
endloop 
se - m a ~ { s t , , } ,  V Z  # e 

(a) An algorithm for single-link failure tolerance 

loop for each link i, i # e 
loop for each primary channel M ,  E CPi 

if M ,  contains link i then 
st,! t .,‘.e + T m  

endif 
endloop 

end 1 o o p 
loop for each link pair (z,j), i # j ,  i # 1, j # e 

loop for each primary channel M, E ‘Pj 
if M, contains a and B1, contains j then 

endif 
S?J,t - s:,,,, + T m  

endloop 
endloop 
SP - maz{st,e + s P , ~ , ~ } ,  V i  # f, ’Jj # e 

(b) An algorithm for double-link failure tolerance 

Figure 1: Deterministic multiplexing algorithms 

with the same probability A, for each link, we can 
calculate the probability - denoted by S(B; ,  Bj) - 
of simultaneous activation of two backups, Bi and 
B j ,  whose primaries are Mi and M j ,  respectively; 
S(Bf ,  Bj) FY sc (Mi ,  M j )  . A, where sc (Mi ,  M j )  is the 
number of comporients shared between Mi and M j .  
(See [14] for the derivation.) Based on this proba- 
bility, the set of backups to  be multiplexed together 
is determined for each backup on a link. Bi and Bj 
are multiplexed if S(B; ,  B j )  is smaller than a certain 
threshold v ,  called the multiplexing degree. So, the 
rule to  decide resource sharing in the single backup 
configurat,ion is: 

where Mi W Mj indicates that s c ( M ; ,  M j )  . X 2 v ,  
and B; 1 )  Bj indicates that  Bi and Bj are not mul- 
tiplexible. When II,,,e = { B a ,  Bo , .  . .} denotes the 
set of backups which are not multiplexed with B; 
on link 1, the spare resource requirement a t  link ! is 
equal to  the highest resource demand among all sets 

To tolerate double failures, the following set of rules 
of {H,,,e + Bi}. 
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should be applied in the double backup configuration: 

Rule-1: 
Rule-2: 
Rule-3: 
Rule-4: 
Rule-5: 

M ,  W M ,  +- B1, 1 1  Bl,, 
B1, w M ,  =+ B2, 11 Bl,, 
B1, W B1, 3 B2, 1 1  Bl,, 
(B1, W M,)&(M, W Bl,) * B2, 1 1  B2,, 
(M, W M , ) & ( B l ,  W Bl,)  3 B2, 1 1  B2,, 

where B1, and B2, are the first and second backups 
of M i ,  respectively. Rule-1 is for the relation between 
first backups, Rule-2 and 3 are for the relation be- 
tween first and second backups (belonging to  different 
connections), and Rule-4 and 5 are for the relation be- 
tween second backups For example, Rule-2 says that  
B2, and Blj should not be multiplexed t o  prepare 
for the case when M8 fails and a shared component 
between B1; and Mj fails, which causes the simulta- 
neous activation of B2, and Bl,. Other rules can be 
reasoned similarly. 
3.3 Comparative Discussion 

Under deterministic multiplexing, spare resources 
a t  each link is determined as an aggregated entity, 
se. This type of backup multiplexing is possible only 
when resource reservation is completely interchange- 
able among channels. However, this condition does 
not hold for all real-time channel schemes, but in gen- 
eral it is valid only for ‘rate-based’ schemes, not for 
‘scheduler-based’ schemes (we borrowed this classifi- 
cation from [15]). 

In the rate-based schemes [16,17], $OS has a static 
relation with the traffic characteristics. For example, a 
higher message rate (hence, higher bandwidth) results 
in a smaller message delay In these schemes, the ad- 
mission test a t  a link simply examines whether the de- 
manded resources exceed the available resources, since 
the amount of resources determines the &OS level. 
By contrast, in the scheduler-based schemes [18,19], 
the delay requirement of a channel can be specified 
independently of its traffic characteristics. In such 
schemes, the admission test checks for the schedulabil- 
ity of a channel by deriving a feasible priority assign- 
ment to  meet its delay requirement while considering 
the worst-case contention with existing channels. Be- 
cause the priority of a channel is determined by consid- 
ering not only its bandwidth requirement but also its 
delay requirement, resources needed to  guarantee the 
QoS of a channel may not be sufficient for other chan- 
nels with a different delay requirement, even if they 
have the same traffic characteristics. The  inapplica- 
bility of deterministic multiplexing to  scheduler-based 
schemes is detailed further in Appendix A. 

Probabilistic multiplexing is more general in that  
resource overbooking through the meta-admission test 
is possible regardless of the underlying real-time chan- 
nel schemes. Tolerance of deterministic failures is also 
possible with this method. For instance, if v is set 
to  A ,  fast recovery from any single node/link failure 
is guaranteed, because no backups whose primaries 
overlap with each other will be multiplexed. Simi- 
larly, if v is set to  3X,  any single link failure can be 

tolerated. However, the amount of spare resources 
resulting from probabilistic multiplexing may not be 
as small as that  from deterministic multiplexing (if 
it is applicable). It is because the primary channels 
of the members of II,,,e may not overlap with M, a t  
the same component.* The  resource overbooking tech- 
nique overestimates the spare resource needs, so that  
it actually can tolerate most of single channel failures 
instead of single component failures. 

4 Initial Backup-Route Selection 
The shortest-path (i.e., minimum-hop path) algo- 

rithm is often used for channel route selection. A 
node which wants to  set up a real-time channel broad- 
casts a route-search message t o  find a shortest path. 
If network topology information is maintained a t  each 
node, a path can be found without broadcasting route- 
search messages. Recently, more elaborate routing al- 
gorithms have been developed, such as those in [20- 
221. For instance, in [all ,  a smallest-delay path,  in- 
stead of a minimum-hop path,  is selected. In [20], 
a smallest-delay path is selected among minimum- 
hop paths. Another popular metric of QoS routing 
is the residual bandwidth, so as to  favor a path with 
larger available bandwidth. The  algorithm presented 
in [ 2 2 ]  uses a metric which aggregates multiple rout- 
ing parameters such as throughput, delay, and error 
rate. Unlike the above-cited research, our interest is 
in backup-route selection. 
4.1 Optimal Routing Problem 

Routing of backup channels has a significant impact 
on the amount of required spare resources. Essentially, 
we want to  minimize the amount of spare resources 
while providing the required fault-tolerance level Un- 
fortunately, there doesn’t exist any efficient algorithm 
for ‘optimally’ routing backup channels; the problem 
of finding a path set with multiple constraints is known 
to  be NP-complete. The  NP-completeness proof of the 
following decision problem - which is subsumed by the 
backup routing problem - can be found in [23]: “Is 
there a feasable set of channel paths such that the sum 
of  t r a f i c  flows a t  each link as smaller than the lank 
capabadaty, when channel t r a f i c  demands are gaven? 
The backup route-selection problem is therefore NP- 
complete, even without considering backup multiplex- 
ing As a result, we have to  resort to  heuristics for 
initial backup route selection, that  reduce complex- 
ity a t  the expense of optimality. The optimization of 
initial routing is discussed in Section 5. 
4.2 Greedy Heuristics 

A bachup path is selected among a set of “eligible” 
paths, where the eligibility of a backup path can be 
defined by maximum path length, end-to-end delay, 
or bandwidth. By ‘greedy’, we mean the selection of 
a path which appears best when a backup channel is 
set up. A shortest-path search algorithm like Dijkstra 
algorithm is used t o  find the minimum-cost path where 
a cost value is heuristically assigned to  each network 

We only check if those primary channels overlap with M ,  
or not. 
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link. When multiple backups are set up for each D- 
connection, one can use such algorithms as in [24,25] 
which find multiple disjoint paths. 

The  link cost functions considered in this paper are: 

where is a link identifier and B, is the backup chan- 
nel to  be routed. fi and f2 are popular cost functions 
for general real-time channel routing, and will be used 
as references for performance comparison in Section 
6. f3 is a new cost function we devised by exploit- 
ing the property of backup multiplexing. The  other 
cost functions are composed by combining these three 
basic cost functions. 

When fi is used, all links have an identical cost, 
and hence, the minimum-hop path will also be the 
minimum-cost one. This  simple cost function differs 
from the rest in that  it does not utilize the knowledge 
on resource usage. f 2  is an  attractive/popular cost 
function when increasing the network throughput is a 
main concern. The  rationale behind this cost function 
is t o  disperse resource reservation for balancing traffic 
loads. '.It in f2 is equal t o  the total resources reserved 
on link 8 by both primary and backup channels.  AB,,^ 
in f3 is the incremental spare resources a t  8, if B, is 
to be established on C. 

The weights in the composite cost functions are se- 
lected so tha t  the first terms may become primary fac. 
tors and the second terms may be used only to  break 
ties among multiple candidate paths. For example, w1 
is small enough to  ensure w1 . f i ( t , B i )  < f1(8,B,). 
Greedy-style routing heuristics are named according 
to  the cost functions used, as GM1, GM2, . . ., GMg,  
respectively. 

4.3 Information Management 
Different kinds of information are needed for differ- 

ent routing heuristics. GM1 requires the information 
about network topology with the health information of 
each network component, GM2 requires the informa- 
tion about resource reservation a t  each link, and GMa 
requires the path information of primary channels to 
predict the aftermath of backup multiplexing. There 
are two options for managing such information; each 
node can maintain (i)  a database of global knowledge 
(about others) or (ii) a database of local knowledge 
(about itself). In the former, all information is broad- 
cast in the network whenever any change (e.g., channel 
setup or teardown) occurs, so that the source node 

of a channel can decide its path using the informa- 
tion in the node's database. In the latter, there is no 
informat,iori broadcast, but instead, routing messages 
are broadcast to  execute a distributed shortest-path 
algorithm. Information outage is inevitable in both 
options, because the network condition may change 
during the resource reservation stage when multiple 
channels are established simultaneously by different 
nodes. 

However, even though the information used for 
routing is out-of-date during resource reservation, 
fault-tolerance QoS guarantee remains unaffected, be- 
cause backup multiplexing has nothing to  do with the 
stale information used by routing heuristics. It only 
results in routing a backup channel over a less efficient 
path. 

5 Periodic Reconfiguration - 
In the greedy routing, those backup channels which 

have already been established are not disturbed for 
routing a new backup channel. Intuitively, if we 
reroute early backup channels which had been routed 
without considering later backup channels, we can im- 
prove the overall resource usage e f f i~ iency .~  Repair 
of failed components is another case in which rerout- 
ing existing backups is beneficial. Network compo- 
nent failures will disable/activate backups, and new 
backups will be routed to  substitute for the old (i.e., 
disabled or promoted) backups by avoiding the failed 
components, possibly on a longer path than the origi- 
nal backup. When the failed comp0nent.s are repaired, 
the efficiency of resource usage can be improved by 
rerouting some backups over the repaired components. 

Recalculating all existing backup paths whenever a 
new backup is established is what we want to  avoid 
in the dynamic channel setup/teardown environment. 
Instead, we adopt a 'two-step' approach. Channels 
are set up quickly using a greedy routing method, 
then reconfiguration (for optimizing resource usage) is 
performed periodically considering only the channels 
which exist a t  the moment the reconfiguration starts. 
Integer Programming (IP) can be used for the opti- 
mal reconfiguration of existing backups. However, its 
computational complexity is very high. If the search 
space of the I P  model includes all possible paths, the 
dimension of search space is an exponential function 
of the product of link numbers and channel numbers. 
In Appendix B, we present, as an example, an I P  for- 
mulation to  achieve 100% fast recovery from any sin- 
gle link failure under deterministic multiplexing. In 
this model, the dimension of constraint matrix for the 
simulation condition used in Section 6 easily reaches 
several thousands. Long computational delay involves 
a risk that some reconfiguration decisions may become 
less beneficial or meaningless, since existing backups 
can be torn down or new channels can be added dur- 

5Rerouting primary channels will make further improvement 
possible, since routing of primary channels plays a key role in 
backup multiplexing. However, moving primary channels is a 
complex process and can cause service disruptions. So, we do 
not consider the rerouting of primary channels. 
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Was anybackupchannel Yes 

rerouted in current iteration? 
__ 

Figure 2: The  iterative optimization method 

ing the optimization. Therefore, 1P is not a practical 
solution for a large-scale network in the dynamic envi- 
ronment. As a practical alternative, we developed an 
iterative optimization method. 

The flowchart in Figure 2 depicts the iterative op- 
timization method. Starting with an initial path as- 
signment, a new minimum-cost path of each backup 
is searched, one a t  a time. When there is a new path 
which requires less spare resources than the original 
path, the backup is moved to  the new path. The  it- 
eration is continued until no further improvement is 
made. This algorithm always converges and the num- 
ber of iterations is bounded by the square of the total 
number of backups in the network, as the total cost 
(i.e,,  network-wide sum of spare resources) monoton- 
ically decreases as channels are rerouted. However, 
the final result is not necessarily optimal since we do 
not explore the benefit of rerouting multiple backups 
simultaneously. Anot,her reason for sub-optimality is 
the lack of checking local optimality.6 

6 Performance Evaluation 
In this section, we evaluate the performance of rout- 

ing heuristics in conjunction with backup multiplexing 
via extensive simulations. The metric for performance 
comparison is the average spare resource a t  a link to  
meet the fault-tolerance requirement. 

‘Rerouting a backup over a path with the same or larger cost 
can reduce the costs of other backups by a greater margin. 

Source 

Figure 3: Primary channel routing 

Some general simulation setups are as follows. The 
simulation network consists of nodes and links, where 
two adjacent nodes are connect’ed by two simplex links 
of the same capacity, one for each direction. D- 
connections are established incrementally, one a t  a 
time. The  fa.ult-tolerance requirement is 100% fast 
recovery from any single link failure. To meet this re- 
quirement, each 2)-connection is equipped with a sin- 
gle backup in addition to  a primary channel. Chan- 
nels of each D-connection were routed sequentially, 
such that the primary channel was routed first and its 
backup next. A primary channel is routed on a topo- 
logically shortest path which is closest to the bound- 
ary of possible routing area (see Figure 3,  in which the 
cross sign means the unavailability of a link due to fail- 
ures or resource shortage). This allows a wider search 
space for backup routing. A backup is routed on a 
path which is link-disjoint with its primary. The end- 
to-end delay requirement of ea.ch channel is assumed 
to  be met if the channel path is not longer than the 
shortest-possible path by more than 2 hops. 

6.1 Simulation Results 
The first experiment (Case 1) was conducted in a 

5 x 5 torus network (i.e., a wrapped square mesh), 
in which each node has four incoming links and four 
outgoing links. The bandwidth requirement of each 
D-connection was identical, so each channel (both pri- 
mary and backup) required 2% bandwidth on each 
link of its paths. The end points of each 2)-connection 
were evenly distributed across the network. A total of 
600 D-connections were established, such that  there 
existed a D-connections between each node pair, i.e., 

As a result of establishing 600 D-connections, 30% 
of total network capacity was reserved for primary 
channels. We call this value ‘primary load’ ( p l ) ,  which 
indicates the ratio of total bandwidth consumed by 
all primary channels to  the total bandwidth capacity 
of all links. Figure 4 shows the simulation results for 
Case 1. The average amount of spare resource required 
without backup multiplexing was 36% of total network 
~ a p a c i t y . ~  We call this value ‘backup load’ (61). The 
average spare bandwidth by the greedy method is de- 
picted as a bar, while the reduced spare bandwidth 
after the iterative optimization is labeled with ‘+’. 

2 5 . 2 4  = 600. 

_ _  
71n this case, the overhead of backup channels without mul- 
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Figure 4: Case 1 ( p l  = 30%, bl = 36%) 

Then, we relaxed the homogeneity condition of 
Case 1 in next experiments. In Case 2 ,  the band- 
width requirement of each D-connection was not iden- 
tical, but three types of connections were mixed: 1/3 
connections of 1% bandwidth, 1/3 connections of 2% 
bandwidth, and the remaining 1/3 connections of 3% 
bandwidth among a total of 600 2)-connections. The 
selection of connection end-points and the network 
topology were the same as Case 1. Figure 5 shows 
the simulat,ion results. 

In Case 3,  while keeping other conditions the same 
as Case 1, the selection of connection source nodes 
was restricted such that  all connections were origi- 
nated from only 10 randomly-selected nodes among 25 
nodes. The destination nodes were evenly distributed 
as in Case 1. In Case 3 ,  the pattern of resource reser- 
vation had hot-spots around the selected source nodes, 
and not all backup channels could be established with- 
out multiplexing. Thus,  the backup load could not, be 
measured. The simulation results are shown in Figure 
6. 

In Case 4 ,  we established 600 2)-connections in a 5 
x 5 unwrapped square mesh, in which 18 boundary 
nodes do not have wrap-links. The source/destination 
nodes were evenly selected, but the bandwidth re- 
quirement of each channel was set to 1% instead of 
a%, considering the smaller network capacity of the 
unwrapped square mesh. The  resultant primary and 
backup load were 25% and 30%, respectively. The 
simulation results are presented in Figure 7. 

tiplexing is 36/30 x 100 = 120% 

11 I 2  13 14 15 16 17 18 m 
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25 

I 
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Figure 5: Case 2 (p l  = 30%, bl = 36%) 

6.2 Qualitative Analysis 
Some observat,ions from the simulation results and 

their implications are summarized below. 
(i)  For the initial route selection, those heuristics 

which include f3 (i.e., GM3, GMs, GM7, GMs, GMs) 
outperformed the other heuristics by a large margin. 
Particularly, GM3, GMs,  and GMg showed good per- 
formance, where the performance of GMa was not 
much better than that of GM1. The  performance was 
improved by properly combining basic cost functions. 
GMJ and GM7 outperformed GM1 and GM2, and 
both GM8 and GMs did over GM3. These results sug- 
gest that  the general-purpose heuristics like fi  and fi 
are less effective for backup routing than those heuris- 
tics which directly take advantage of backup multi- 
plexing. 

(ii) Inhomogeneous network conditions degrade the 
performance of backup multiplexing. With mixed 
bandwidth requirements (Case 2 ) ,  the efficiency of 
backup multiplexing was degraded, though not sig- 
nificant. Large performance loss was observed in Case 
3. I t  is because channel routes were concentrated on 
the hot spots, thus discouraging backup multiplexing. 
The same explanation is possible for Case 4 ,  in which 
channel routing is more concentrated around the cen- 
tral area of the network than in the torus. In gen- 
eral, backup multiplexing is less effective in a sparsely- 
connected network like an unwrapped mesh, because 
there are a smaller number of possible backup paths, 
and hence, backups have to share the same links even if 
they are related, which hinders effective resource shar- 
ing among backups. As a consequence of the smaller 
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Figure 6: Case 3 ( p i  = 30%, bl = N/A) 

routing space of the unwrapped mesh, the overall per- 
formance of backup multiplexing is poor and the im- 
pact of routing heuristics was not substantial. How- 
ever, when we injected other inhomogeneous condi- 
tions into Case 4, the discrepancy between routing 
heurist>ics emerged. 

(i i i)  While the impact of iterative optimization was 
not substantial in the heuristics which use f3 as a pri- 
mary cost function, it was significant in some other 
heuristics. For instance, after the optimization, the 
performance of f z ,  which yielded a similar level to  fi 
before the optimization, was improved up to 20%. The  
large improvement by iterat,ive optinlization implies 
that  the performance of the corresponding heuristic is 
sensitive to  the order of channel establishments. The  
minor impact of optiniizat,ion on f3-contained heuris- 
tics hints that wit,h those heuristics, we can set the 
int,erval of periodic optimization to a large value.' 

(iv) B0t.h deterministic and probabilistic multi- 
plexing significantly reduce spare resources, regardless 
of the network conditions and routing heuristics. As 
explained in Section 3, the deterministsic method re- 
quires smaller resources than the probabilistic method 
under the determinist.ic failure scenario, which was 
employed i n  our simulat,ion. To illust.rate the efficiency 
of these multiplexing methods, we compare their per- 
formance wit,h t,hat, of a simple brufe-force mult,iplex- 
ing met'hod, in which the same amount of spare re- 
sources is reserved for all links without considering 

Byet. we need to start the optimization algorithm immedi- 
ately after the repair of faulty components. 

= t  1 
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Figure 7: Case 4 ( p l  = 25%, bl = 30%) 

the network condition. In Figure 8, the smallest possi- 
ble spare resources by brute-force multiplexing is com- 
pared with those by our multiplexing methods. 

7 Conclusion 
We proposed a scheme for dependable real-time 

communication, by equipping each real-t.ime channel 
with a pre-determined backup route along which spare 
resources are reserved in advance for fast failure recov- 
ery. To reduce the amount of such spare resources, we 
developed backup multiplexing methods for resource 
sharing among unrelated backup channels. We also 

n BNte-fofce 
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Figure 8: Comparison with brute-force niultiplesing 
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developed heuristics for backup routing. We then 
evaluated via simulation the effectiveness of the pro- 
posed scheme under various network conditions. The 
simulation results have shown the rout,ing heuristics 
which directly exploit the property of backup multi- 
plexing to outperform other more general heuristics 
like minimum-hop routing or load-balancing routing 
by a significant margin. Wi th  a proper routing heuris- 
tic, backup multiplexing enables very efficient resource 
utilization. For instance, only as low as 20-30% re- 
sources for active channels are needed to be reserved 
as spare resources to guarantee fast recovery from any 
single link failures in a torus, while more than 120% 
spare resources are necessary without backup multi- 
plexing. 
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Appendix A: Inapplicability Proof 
To apply deterministic multiplexing, resources 

should be exchangeable between real-time channels. 
More specifically, the underlying real-time channel 
scheme should satisfy the following condition: On a 
link, multiple channels can be grouped in to  a single 
channel and they can be separated into independent 
channels again if needed. We will prove tha t  this con- 
dition is not satisfied in scheduler-based schemes, by 
showing a counter example in the KIC scheme [18], a 
scheduler-based scheme. 

In the RTC: scheme, a real-time channel M i  on a 
link is described by a set of parameters (Ci, di,p;), 
where C, ;S the maximum service t ime on r for any  
message of channel Mi, di is the maximurn permissi- 
ble delay for messages belonging to M; at this link, and 
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Figure 9: A counter example 

p ;  is the minimum message inter-arrival time. When a 
setofchannels{M; =(C;,d;,p;),i= l , . . . , m } r u n o n  
a common link L and the channel set is ordered accord- 
ing to  channel priorities with MI being the highest- 
priority, the time required to process a message of Mi 
in the presence of higher-priority messages is: 

Suppose at t = 0 the message arrival of a channel 
coincides with message arrivals of all other channels of 
equal or higher priority (i.e., the worst case for M i ) .  
Then,  the message deadline of Mi will always be met 
if Wi(t)  5 d i ,  where t is the instant of Mi's message 
arrival. 

Assume, for example, there are five channels 
MI, . . . , &I5 on e and we want to group hf? and Ad4 
into a new channel M k .  M1's guarantee will not be af- 
fected since the new channel M k  need not come before 
MI in the channel-prioritmy list. However, the grouping 
can be crit,ical to hf3 and M S .  The relations between 
the system- t ime requirement and the delay require- 
ment of 1213 and are illustrated in Figure 9(a), 
where q ( t )  = C; . [ t / p i 1 .  The priority of h f k  should 
be higher t8han M s ,  since the guarantee for M? cannot 
be achieved regardless of the bandwidth reserved for 
the channel with lower priority t,lian hf3. The  band- 
width reserved for A, should be greater than that for 
&I? and that  for AI,. If the bandwidt,h requirement 
for j112 is great,er t,lian that for h l 4 ,  simply using the 
parameter set of A42 as that  of M k  will work fine. But 

at the position of AI2 becomes great.er than t u ? ( t )  as 
shown in Figure 9(b).  Hence, t,he &OS guarantee for 
1\13 will be violat,ed as a result, of grouping h 2  and h14 
int80 :lfk, 

Thus ,  t'here is no general way to find a parameter 
set. which subsumes any of t,wo parameter sets, while 
preserving t,he guarankes for other channels. A simi- 
lar argument, can be applied for other scheduler-based 
schemes. 

in the opposite case, z i i r - ( t )  which should be located 

Appendix B : IP Formulation 
The notation used in the IP formulation for the op- 

timal reconfiguration of a backup channel under de- 
terministic multiplexing is as follows: 

i: the set of 1 links. 
cl: the bandwidth capacity of link i, 
st: the spare bandwidth on link i. 
a,: the bandwidth for primary channels on link i. 
rm: the bandwidth requirement of primary channel m. 
h': the set of all primary channels. 
Em: the set of Em eligible paths for t.he backup channel 

PJ: the set of PI primary channels which run over link j .  

Xk,m: 1 if k-th path in Em is selected as the backup path 

Y;,m: 1 if k-th path in gm contains link i, and 0 otherwise. 
Zm,3: 1 if primary channel m contains link j, and 0 oth- 

The information about primary channels is given. 
Thus, Pi,  a ; ,  and Zm,j are given, and E, and Yi,m can 
also be derived from the network topology. Since ci 
and T, are constants, t,he only variables in this IP for- 
rnulation are si and Xk, , ,  essential for backup route 
selection. All values are non-negative integers. 

Our goal is to minimize the sum of spare re- 
sources a t  all links, so the objective function is 
M i n  {E:=, s i ) .  

ate all single link failures is: 

of primary channel m. 

of primary channel m, and 0 otherwise. 

erwise. 

The  constraint set that  should be satisfied to  toler- 

m=l k = l  

The first constraint is st,raightforward. The  second 
constraint indicates the property that only one backup 
path should be selected among Em for each primary 
channel m,, which is disconnected by the failure of link 
j. When all possible failure scenarios are considered, 
all primary channels will fail at least once, so the nuni- 
ber of equalities needed to specify this constraint will 

network. Hence, this constraint can be rewritten as 
be equal to the number of primary channels in  the 

The  third constraint represents the property that 
the spare resource on link i should be sufficient to meet 
the resource demands of backup activatiori caused by 
the failure of link j The number of inequalities result- 
ing from this constraint is proportional to ( d .  PI . EnZ) .  
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